
rary country blues ballad composed by Nova
Scotian singer-songwriter Old Man Luedecke.
With its beguiling tune and exquisitely wist-
ful fiddle, it will appeal to fans of Dougie
MacLean. Another inspired choice of song is
the delightfully infectious jazz swing classic
You’re Tired Of Me. Huge fun and great
when heard performed live. Dig that righ-
teous riff, hep-cats!

www.saltfishforty.co.uk

Paul Matheson

RIDINA AHMEDOVÁ AND
PETR TICHÝ
HLASkontraBAS Poli5 EPP-109-2

Finding comparisons between music and
food can help tremendously. Every culture
has its stew, its Eintopf, its ragout or, in
Czech, its dusit. The Czech vocalist Ridina
Ahmedová figured in fRoots pages in 2008, at
which point she had released her first album
hlasem – Czech for ‘by voice’ – and toured
abroad the previous year. Her HLASkontra-
BAS, with bassist Petr Tichý, is only her second
commercial release. Her craft, their craft, is
evident. This is the difference between slow
food and fast food. It comes dripping with
juices – intended in a very nice way for a veg-
etarian like Ahmedová in a meat culture like
the Czech Republic.

The album puns on hlas (‘voice’), goes via
contra… to end-rhyme with bass. The basic
premise is that they mix, augment and bolster
natural sounds with loops using loopstations.
To get the real deal, seeing them live is
required. Theirs isn’t artifice and trickery. It is
two spontaneous voices recorded on the spot
(and, if off, blown out and re-sung or re-
played) against which they extemporise. This
crowdfunded recording is something special.
Ahmedová and Tichý create a variety of truly
engaging soundscapes that draw on jazz,
world and electro. Truly unlike anything most
UK-based readers of this magazine are likely
to have experienced.

There is a stream of remarkable roots-
based music coming out of the Czech Repub-
lic – archival traditional such as the Indies
label’s continuing roll-out of its Antologie
Moravské Lidové Hudby (‘Traditional Folk
Music in Moravia’) series and, in many senses,
the contemporary scene. Whatever the cate-
gory or genre, HLASkontraBAS is too good to
overlook. www.hlasem.cz/

Ken Hunt

QUERCUS
Nightfall ECM 2522

The second album by the unlikely, but oddly
compelling amalgamation of three seemingly
contrastingly individual performers – Iain Bal-
lamy, Huw Warren and June Tabor – is an
involved, yet involving mood piece full of
unexpected material. No gimmicks, grand-
standing or quick fixes here, the mood is
painstakingly constructed as Ballamy’s emo-
tional, slow-burn sax and Warren’s deeply
atmospheric piano arrangements quietly drift
around the distinctive voice of Tabor, as
intensely still as ever. It broods, pouts, frowns,
glistens, sulks and at different times offers
both menace and an inviting hand or reassur-
ance and, at its best – a remarkably powerful
tale of woe in Manchester Angel – it grips
tightly with every dramatic nuance, Bellamy’s
roaming sax perfectly complementing one of
Tabor’s most affecting vocal deliveries.

It is something of a masterclass in recon-
struction. Bob Dylan’s Don’t Think Twice It’s
Alright is a study in reflective sadness, with
scarcely a nod to any of its several trillion pre-
decessors; Auld Lang Syne is delivered in
decidedly funereal fashion, more graveyard

farewell than fond nostalgia; and their per-
formance of Stephen Sondheim’s Somewhere
from West Side Story is tender, thoughtful
and utterly beautiful. There’s a profoundly
weighty delivery of Once I Loved You Dear
and an almost mystical interpretation of the
great traditional song, The Cuckoo, Warren’s
piano weaving all sorts of magic beneath
Tabor’s storytelling.

It’s not up everyone’s street, of course.
The jazz undertones and meandering nature
of the whole thing will not be to everyone’s
taste and many will regard it as esoteric. But
throughout her career in all its varied forms,
Tabor has often been challenging, demand-
ing patience and concentration from her
audience and, it might be argued that in
doing so she has often contrived some of her
best work. This should justly be regarded in
that light.

www.ecmrecords.com
www.ballamy.com/quercus

Colin Irwin

TAMMORRA
Anthology 1995-2017 Buda BUDA 860310

Sicily has always been the political and trade
hub of the Mediterranean. Inevitably the
island is ethnically and culturally mixed. The
Sicilian language is probably the strongest
indicator of this; older than Italian, it is large-
ly a spoken language derived from Latin with
Greek, Arabic, French, Provençal, German,
Catalan and Spanish influences. All these cul-
tural influences can be heard in the music on
this album. The singer Salvatore Meccio is
credited as at least joint composer of all the
songs here. They are sung in Sicilian and he
insists that he only uses song and dance
rhythms found in Sicily. Whilst tarantella and
northern European influences are heard here
there is little or nothing of the Neapolitan
approach to singing that one might expect in
the south of Italy.

Half of the ten tracks in this compilation
were recorded in concert and the rest in the
studio. Recordings derived from both show
tight playing from this quintet. They are all
very fine musicians but perhaps a special
mention should be given to the percussion on
a wide range of single drums by Massimo
Laguardia.

www.budamusique.com

Vic Smith

KATA
Tívils Døtur Nordic Notes NN086

This is rather special and unusual. Beautiful
too. The Faroe Islands, population just under
50,000, have very distinctive song traditions.
Faroese female vocal group Kata’s first incar-
nation from 2006 to 2010 was as a quartet to
sing Bulgarian folk choir material, but in 2013
they re-formed around one of the original
members, Unn Paturson, as a quintet to sing
almost-forgotten traditional songs from
across the Faroes. They mostly found them,
sometimes compiling from several versions, in
the books of musicologist Marianne Clausen
(1947–2014) which contain notations of songs
and melody variations from across the past
century or so.

But here’s the thing: to them they apply
those Bulgarian-style harmonising techniques.
It’s a softer, more open-throated sound than
most Bulgarian singers, but still with those
gorgeous vocal interactions and that keen-
ing, hovering sound. It’s a borrowing that
works wonderfully well. For the CD they’re
joined on some songs, as occasionally live, by
touches of percussion or minimalist electron-
ics, including on the last track a wistful
manipulation of the voices.

The package has two booklets: one of
lyrics in Faroese plus sources and credits, the
other describing in Faroese and English the
content and background of each song.
Among them are vivid and intriguing ballads
– a father murders his daughter’s lover; the
Virgin Mary gives a dead mother until cock-
crow to visit her children; a girl who’s a fail-
ure at weaving and spinning; a virgin who’s
cut in half by a drifter because she won’t
sleep with him; a violent child-killing feud
between the family of hero Grímur and that
of a witch; a bashful giant pretends unsuc-
cessfully to be a gallant knight to win a maid-
en – a nursery rhyme, a song associated with
the hunting of Manx shearwaters, and one
about the best hat in the world that brings
very little to its over-ambitious owner. All
strong, colourful stuff.

Like most Faroese albums it’s originally
released on Faroese musician and prime
mover Kristian Blak’s Tutl label. The review
copy is on German Nordic music specialist
label Nordic Notes.

www.nordic-notes.de

Andrew Cronshaw
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